Synthesis of Bipartite Tetracysteine PNA Probes for DNA In Situ Fluorescent Labeling.
"Label-free" fluorescent probes that avoid additional steps or building blocks for conjugation of fluorescent dyes with oligonucleotides can significantly reduce the time and cost of parallel bioanalysis of a large number of nucleic acid samples. A method for the synthesis of "label-free" bicysteine-modified PNA probes using solid-phase synthesis and procedures for sequence-specific DNA in situ fluorescent labeling is described here. The concept is based on the adjacent alignment of two bicysteine-modified peptide nucleic acids on a DNA target to form a structurally optimized bipartite tetracysteine motif, which induces a sequence-specific fluorogenic reaction with commercially available biarsenic dyes, even in complex media such as cell lysate. This unit will help researchers to quickly synthesize bipartite tetracysteine PNA probes and carry out low-cost DNA in situ fluorescent labeling experiments. © 2017 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.